### Production Notes

- **This proof indicates approximate color only!**
- **All colors print 100% unless otherwise indicated.**
- **All structure and holding lines do not print unless otherwise indicated.**
- **This is prepared as a color digital mechanical. No traps have been made.**
- **All trapping is the responsibility of the engraver and/or separator and/or printer.**

### Disk Information

- **Computer:** Macintosh Intel Core i5
- **Program:** Adobe Illustrator CS 5

### Design Manager

- **Philip Monigolo**
- **Marsh Brand Partners**
- **800.333.3360 x 12907**

### Colors

- **7 + White underprint**

### Fonts

- Helvetica Family
- Univers Family
- Dax Family
- Flama Family
- Delta Jaeger Family
- Arial Callouts
- Artwork
- Dieline
- Slip Coat
- Artwork
- Background

### Primary Display Panel

- **Clean & Fresh Multi Surface Cleaner**
- **Brand:** Lysol
- **Category:** Household
- **Fragrance/Flavour:** Hawaii Sunset Essence Scent
- **Size:** 10.75 OZ
- **UPC:** 0 19381 2
- **Country:** US
- **Net Content:** 10.75 FL. OZ.
- **Country:** US
- **Scent:** Hawaii Sunset Essence
- **Fragrance/Flavour:**

### EPA Submission

- **Makes 5 Gallons**

### Back Panel

- **Minimum trapping 1/16in**
- **Other material 3/32in**

### Storage and Disposal

- **Do not reuse or refill this container. Discard in trash or offer for recycling, if available.**
- **If on skin:**
  - Treatment advice.
- **If in eyes:**
  - Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for additional treatment advice.
- **FIRST AID:**

### ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

- **CAUTION:** Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
- **PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:**

### Other Ingredients

- **OTHER INGREDIENTS:**
  - Dimethyl benzyl ammonium chlorides: 1.1856%
  - Alkyl (50%C14, 40%C12, 10%C16): 98.8144%

### Contact Information

- **CONTACT NUMBER:** Questions? Comments
- **1-800-228-4722**

### CAUTION:

- **Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals**

### Manufacture

- **Distributed by:** Reckitt Benckiser
- **Made in U.S.A.**
- **© 2016 RB**

### Made in U.S.A.

- **Copyright information on product label not shown.**

### Use as Guide when Printing 1:1 Ratio

- **1/10 x 10 INCHES SQUARE**

### File Name

- **FILE NAME:** lcfmsc_10_75oz_hwsn_ft_ps_us.ai
- **PRE-PRESS AME/PO#: H36841**
- **MARSH PROJECT#: 16RCH6165**
- **RBR#: RBR1607148**
- **IDM PROJECT#: 199505**
- **PRINTER PROCESS: FLEXO**
- **PRINTER NAME:** American Fuji Seal - Jeffersonville
- **DIE OUTLINE NUMBER:** D0342008
- **UPC#: 0 193812 0**
- **Country:** US
- **Size:** 10.75 OZ

### Hawaii Sunset Essence Scent

- **HAWAII SUNSET ESSENCE SCENT**

### Fragrance/Flavour

- **FRAGRANCE/FLAVOUR:**

### Other Material

- **OTHER MATERIAL 3/32in**

### Storage and Disposal

- **Do not reuse or refill this container. Discard in trash or offer for recycling, if available.**

### Contact Information

- **Questions? Comments 1-800-228-4722.**